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-Komikozibob mentioned more issues in past rosters that are relevant here as well. For example: good stats, good videos, good game, etc. How
much should a football game cost? -- In an average European country, a game should cost no more than â‚¬5 on average. I'm not saying that each

player should receive an average of â‚¬60-80, but 10-20 thousand a month is very good if you have an office, a team, you can maintain your status.
Of course, you wonâ€™t go far with this money, but at least something. - After all, you agree that two compositions are needed. Punishment is

always needed. In international games per match, we only penalize serious infractions. If in the second half there are 10,000 spectators at the
stadium, then we cannot assume that 100,000 were offended or angry. We can only punish minor infractions. Unfortunately, during the game it

happens that the audience suffered. I do not believe that the same Shatov climbed onto the field for some reason, although they shouted at him. We
are always ready to go forward, but that match in Belek showed that some simply do not understand what discipline is. I would say that this is a

complete debilizm. There is another story when a person defends his honor, for which he was paid. Then, of course, such a person should also solve
this problem, but I donâ€™t think that in any other situation there can be such an act. There was a match with Italy. We ask for the protection of

our fans and we want them not to think that we are dependent on administrative games. In Europe, it is allowed to sue in case of a serious violation,
but you need to make sure that this service works well. No, it's not a question of leaving the country and not playing at all. Europe can be treated

differently, for example, many fans go to Germany en masse, but we continue to love football. But that's another matter. You are right, this match
can be criticized in other ways. We need to act very carefully, and we are well aware of this. But I am sure that absolutely any interference in the

atmosphere of this game is unacceptable. ABSOLUTE BLOCKHOUSE. Refereeing a match in Alma-Ata is difficult even for strangers, and today
I was their main witness. I filmed just in the match "Milan" - "Shakhtar". I donâ€™t understand lateral arbitrage at all, to be honest. When I went

there
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